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1. What is Research?  

RESEARCH:  Composed of two words – “re” 

and “search” which means to search again or 

to search for new facts or to modify older 

one in any branch of knowledge.   

 

- Research means search for knowledge 

through objective and systematic method 

of finding solution to a problem 

- It is a scientific and systematic search for 

pertinent information on a specific topic 

- It is an art of scientific investigation 

- It is a careful investigation for inquiry 

especially through search for new facts 

- It is a critical enquiry or examination in seeking facts or principles: diligent (conscientious/thorough) 

investigation  

- It is a systematized effort to discover, gain or generate new knowledge 

- It is a systematic and refined technique of thinking 

- It is an honest, exhaustive/comprehensive, intelligent searching for facts, their meanings or 

implications with reference to given problem.  

- It constitutes a method for the discovery of truth which is a method of critical thinking 

- It is a continuous discovery and exploration of the unknown 

- It is a systematic study of trend or event which involves careful collection, presentation, analysis and 

interpretation of quantitative data or facts that relates to man’s thinking with reality 

- It is a movement – movement from the known to unknown.  A voyage of discovery 

- It can lead to uncovering the answers to impossible questions 

- Research is not about finding out something that someone else knows – research means pushing 

forward the boundaries of human knowledge 

- Research is a process of collecting and analyzing data for the advancement of knowledge 

 

MODULE TWO:  

Introduction to Research 

 
BACKGROUND 

This module provides the background of research – its definitions taken from various sources, the importance 

and benefits of research; the characteristics of research; the types and classifications of research; the types 

and good qualities and characteristics of a researcher; and some basic definition of terms that are 

linked/relevant to research. 

At the end of this module, it is expected that the student is able to: 

 explain what it meant by research, and give the holistic definition and true essence of research; 

 give relevant situational examples of why it is important to do/conduct research; 

 enumerate and describe briefly the characteristics of research;  

 enumerate the basic qualities and characteristics of a good research; and 

 describe the importance of ethics in research. 
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According to online Oxford Concise Dictionary, research is a systematic investigation into and study of 

materials and sources in order to establish facts and reach new conclusions. Origin: Late 16th century 

from obsolete French recerche (noun), recercher (verb), from Old French re- (expressing intensive force) + 

cerchier ‘to search’. 

 

 

HOLISTIC DEFINITION OF RESEARCH  

- It is a systematic method consisting of 

enunciating/articulating the problem, 

formulating a hypothesis, collecting the 

facts or data, analyzing the facts and 

researching certain conclusions either in the 

form of solutions  towards the concerned 

problem or in certain generalization for 

some theoretical formulation 

- It comprises of defining and redefining 

problems, formulating hypothesis or 

suggested solutions; collecting, organizing 

and evaluating data; making deductions and 

reaching conclusions; and at last carefully 

testing the conclusions to determine whether they fit the formulating hypothesis 

 

In other words, the essence of all research originates in curiosity – a desire to find out how and why 

things happen, including why people do the things they do, as well as whether or not certain ways of 

doing things work better than others. 

 

 

2. Why Research?  

It is important to conduct or do research because: 

- It is a major contributor towards attainment of national development goals 

- It plays a major role in shaping the nature’s future development and modernization 

- In particular, undergraduate or college thesis is not compilation of the ideas of the writers or 

researchers but an organization of their views in one’s own way to show the relation of the 

different ideas and if possible, to draw conclusions based on one’s readings. 

- Its purpose to answer a specific question, to solve a particular controversy or issue 

- Its primary objective is to (a) seek new knowledge and (2) provide useful information in the form 

of verification. 

 

Thus the value of Research to Man as follows: 

- Research improves quality of life – to ease burden of work; to relieve from suffering 

- Research improves instruction – teaching techniques/methods 

- Research improves student’s achievement – academic accomplishment 

- Research improves teacher’s competence – professional growth and credibility 

- Research satisfies man’s needs – satisfying man’s craving for understanding; and improves 

judgments 

- Research has deep-seated psychological aspects 

- Research improves the exportation of food products 

- Research responds to the economic recovery and austerity measure of the country 

- Research trains graduates to become responsive to the economic development of the country 

and compete globally (ASEAN integration and entrepreneurship) 
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Overall, some of the practical benefits of research are as follows: 

- Government policies (desired outcomes for better living condition of the people and its 

communities) 

- Decision-making (effective and strategic planning) 

- Social and cultural interactions (better collaborations and programs for people) 

- Medicinal and health purposes (well-being) 

- Environmental awareness and protection (disaster and calamities) 

- Inventions of products (to live easier for humans and animals) 

 

3. Benefits of research writing process (Individually) 

- It help hone important and necessary individual skills such as critical thinking, organization, self-

discipline, and teamwork.  

Critical Thinking: to able to reason analytically; examining the information in terms of logic, 

reason, and strength of claims; learning to look at alternative reasons or showing different 

sources of evidence; recognizing other people’s arguments and become aware of 

inconsistencies. 

 Organization: ability to focus in thinking and writing, to be cohesive (consistent) and coherent 

(clear or logical). 

Self-discipline and perseverance: it is about delaying gratification (satisfaction/fulfillment) to 

gain something of greater value; or not giving up despite difficulties and challenges. 

Teamwork:  It is the willingness to work on a common aim; communicate effectively, clarify 

expectations and discuss differences amicably (harmoniously). 

 

4. Characteristics of Research  

a. Empirical – direct/practical experience or observation 

b.  Logical – valid procedures and principles; orderly manner 

c. Cyclical- it starts with a problem and ends with a problem; continuous endeavor 

d. Analytical – utilize proven analytical procedures in gathering data, whether historical, descriptive, 

experimental and case study 

e. Critical – exhibits careful and precise judgment; to establish a higher level of confidence  

f. Methodical – in methodical or orderly manner without bias using systematic/organised methods 

and procedures 

g. Replicability – research design and procedures are replicated or repeated to enable the 

researchers to arrive at valid and conclusive results. It mean using the same instrument, method 

and procedure but to different venues and subjects 

  

5. Qualities of a Good Researcher  

R = research-oriented, E=efficient, S= scientific, E= effective, 

A=active, R=resourceful, C=creative, H=honest, E= economical, and 

R=religious (Paler-Calmorin & Calmorin, 2007) 

R= responsibility, E=excellence, S=scholarly, E=enhancement, 

A=acceptability, R=re-invent, C=career, H=heart, E=extension, 

R=rewards/recognition 

 

6. Characteristics of the Researcher  

a. Intellectual curiosity – deep thinking and inquiry 

b. Prudence –careful to conduct research at the right time and 

place, wisely, efficiently and economically. 

c. Healthy criticism – always doubtful as to the truthfulness and veracity/authenticity of the results 
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d. Intellectual Honesty – honest to collect or gather data or facts in order to arrive at honest 

results 

e. Intellectual Creativity – creates new researches and innovative 

 

7. Types of Research 

a. Basic Research – called fundamental research or pure research which seeks to discover basic 

truths or principles. (Boyle’s Law, Charles Law, Archimedes Law, Newton’s Law, Hooke’s Law) 

b. Applied Research – seeking new applications of scientific knowledge to the solution of a 

problem 

c. Developmental Research – decision-oriented research involving the application of the steps of 

the scientific method in response to an immediate need to improve existing practices 

 

8. Classification of Research  

- Library Research – done in the library where answers to specific questions or problems. Field an 

laboratory researches also make use of the library researches 

- Field Research – conducted in a natural setting and applicable to descriptive survey and 

experimental methods 

- Laboratory Research – conducted in artificial or controlled conditions by isolating the study in a 

thoroughly specified and equipped area. It is applicable to experimental, descriptive and case study 

methods 

 

According to Calderon & Gonzales (2016), there are many kinds of research which are classified according 

to their distinctive features such as follows: (a) according to purpose – predictive, directive, illuminative; 

(b) according to goal – basic, pure or applied; (c) according to the levels of investigation – exploratory, 

descriptive, experimental; (d) according to the type of analysis – analytic or holistic; (e) according to scope 

– action research (problem solving); (f) according to choice of answers to problems – evaluative or 

developmental; (g) according to statistical content – quantitative or non-quantitative (qualitative); 

according to time element – historical (what was), descriptive (what is), experimental (what will be) - there 

are the three major research methods); (h) according to the area or field of activity – sociological, social, 

psychological, chemical, physical, industrial, business, economics, health, educational, etc.) 

 

9. Ethics and Research 

The terms “ethics” refers to questions of right and wrong (Fraenkel, Wallen & Hyun, 2013). Every conduct 

research project should follow or carry out a certain right procedures or without violating of ethical 

practice. There are a number of ethical principles in the conduct of research study. “Ethical” principles 

mean that “conforms to the standards of conduct of a given profession or group.”  Therefore, “ethical 

writing” should be “clear, accurate, fair and honest (cited by Faltado et al, 2016).  

 

The following are some of the basic principles of ethical 

practice (Faltado et al, 2016; Fraenkel, Wallen & Hyun, 

2013; and Philippine Social Science Council).  

1. Obtained informed consent from participants – the 

research is communicated properly 

2. There should be no pressure on individuals to 

participate – Incentives/tokens for encouragement 

3. Respect individual autonomy – withdrawal from 

the study; freedom to decide 

4. Avoid causing harm/protecting participants from 

harm – informed consent; voluntary participation; 

beneficence – “do good; do not harm” 
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5. Maintain anonymity and confidentiality – data privacy to protect participant’s identity 

6. Take particular care in research with vulnerable/marginalized/disadvantaged groups or at-risk 

individuals and groups – young children/minors, disabled people, indigenous people; regardless of 

their age, gender, social class, disability ethnicity, and physical/mental health.   

7. Integrity – commitment to accuracy, intellectual honesty and truthfulness (PSSC) 

8. PLAGIARISM – It is using of someone else’s words or ideas, and passing them off as your own. It is 

considered as an academic cheating – without proper use of someone’s words with referencing the 

source of citing the information. This will be fully discussed in the “Review of Literature.”  This also 

related to Republic Act No. 8293, the Intellectual Property Code of the Philippines where original 

works of others are protected as copyrighted or patented.  

 

10. Basic Definition of Terms   

KNOWLEDGE:  It is a prime source of beauty, sociability, practicability, work and reason, discussion and 

speculations. It is one aspect or other exists in a person in an unusual manner which is transferred from 

generation to another generation. Knowledge can be derived or sourced from: formal (experience, 

nature), informal (logic, efforts, intuition), unformal (mistakes common sense), and educational 

(practical). 

 

INQUIRY/ENQUIRY: It is an approach to learning that involves a process of exploring the natural or 

material world that leads to asking questions and making discoveries in the search for new 

understandings. It is a process that has the aim of augmenting knowledge, resolving doubt or solving a 

problem. The nature of inquiry: 

- It is in the form of problem, question, an obstacle, discussion, interview or encounter, hypothesis, 

verifiable, checklist and divergent (different/opposing) thinking 

 

SCIENTIFIC THINKING:  It is an inductive-deductive mode of thinking or reasoning. It is based on empirical 

(experimental/observed/realistic) evidences and establishes cause and effect relationship. Thus, a 

research is an example of scientific thinking 

 

CRITICAL THINKING: It defined as having a healthy skepticism (doubt or disbelief) that is able to reason 

analytically. Analyze where the ideas come from and if the information is factual; examine logic, reason, 

and strength of claims; formulate reasons and come-up with methods fostered/taken from critical 

thinking; test your own claims and how reasonable your claims are; learn to look at alternative reasons or 

show different sources of evidences.  Critical thinking helps researcher to arrive at a sound decision 

especially when there are inconsistencies in various arguments. 

 

THEORY:  It indicates towards the value of artificial and innovative usability. It is an attempt to develop a 

general explanation for some phenomenon. It is concerned with explanation and therefore focuses on 

determining cause-effect relationship. It is also clarifies the relationship between evidences and at the 

same time it gives meaning to the existed relationship and thus presents it in an appropriate form. 

 

SCIENTIFIC METHOD: It involves testing of ideas in the public arena. Private procedures, speculations, 

and conclusions are not scientific until they are made public. The general order of the scientific method 

is as follows: (a) identifying a problem or question, (b) clarifying the problem, (c) determining the 

information needed and how to obtain it, (d) organizing the information, and (e) interpreting the results.  
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MODULE ASSESSMENT 

 

 

 

REQUIRED READING MATERIALS 

Hoffman, H. (2014). The Engineering Capstone Course Fundamentals for Students and Instructors, London: 
Springer. Retieved from https://www.pdfdrive.com/the-engineering-capstone-course-fundamentals-
for-students-and-instructors-e177323539.html 

Dawson, C. (2009). Introduction to Research Methods, A Practical Guide for Anyone Undertaking a 
Research Project, 4th Edition, UK: How to Content. Retrieved from 
https://www.pdfdrive.com/introduction-to-research-methods-a-practical-guide-for-anyone-
undertaking-a-research-project-d157725135.html 

Vanderstoep, S. & Johnston, D. (2009). Research Methods for Everyday Life: Blending Qualitative and 
Quantitative Approaches, USA: Jossey-Bass. Retrieved from https://www.pdfdrive.com/research-
methods-for-everyday-life-blending-qualitative-and-quantitative-approaches-research-methods-for-
the-social-sciences-d161070302.html 

Neuman, W. (2014). Social Research Methods: Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches, 7th Edition, UK: 
Pearson Education Limited. Retrieved from https://www.pdfdrive.com/social-research-methods-
qualitative-and-quantitative-approaches-e19744746.html 

Johnson, R. & Christensen, L (2014). Educational Research: Quantitative, Qualitative, and Mixed 
Approaches, USA: SAGE Publications, Inc. Retrieved from 
https://ismailsunny.files.wordpress.com/2017/07/educational-research_-quantitat-r-robert-burke-
johnson.pdf 

 

 

MODULE ONE ASSESSMENT TASK #2 

1. From your Assignment/Assessment #1, choose three (3) theses from your list.  

2. Evaluate the contents of the abstract based on the information and answer the following: 

(a) Indicate or write the type (s) and classifications of research used in the study (Refer to Module 

#2), including to the classification according to Calderon and Gonzales (2016). Briefly explain why the 

study fall on that types and classification that you have selected. 

(b) What is/are the specific problem (s) that the study wanted to tackle or investigate? 

(c) What is the primary contribution to the body of knowledge (with personal assessment of the 

study? What is your personal evaluation the significance contribution of the study? 

 

Title of Thesis Type of 

Research 

Classification 

(Based on 

Calderon & 

Gonzales (2016) 

Specific Problem 

being investigated 

Contribution to 

the body of 

knowledge 

     

 

3. Submit your answers thru Google Classroom on or before 23.59 PM, Saturday, 22 February 2021. Point 

deduction for late submission. 

4. Write your answers in a notebook. This is a handwritten assignment and take a photo of the pages of 

your answers and submit with a file name: SURNAME_ASSESSMENT#2. Write also your name on the 

pages of your notebook for easy identification. 

 

DEADLINE: 22 FEBRUARY 2021, 11:59PM 

 

“PLAGIARISM IS AN ACADEMIC OFFENSE, NOT TO BE TOLERATED” 

https://www.pdfdrive.com/the-engineering-capstone-course-fundamentals-for-students-and-instructors-e177323539.html
https://www.pdfdrive.com/the-engineering-capstone-course-fundamentals-for-students-and-instructors-e177323539.html
https://www.pdfdrive.com/introduction-to-research-methods-a-practical-guide-for-anyone-undertaking-a-research-project-d157725135.html
https://www.pdfdrive.com/introduction-to-research-methods-a-practical-guide-for-anyone-undertaking-a-research-project-d157725135.html
https://www.pdfdrive.com/research-methods-for-everyday-life-blending-qualitative-and-quantitative-approaches-research-methods-for-the-social-sciences-d161070302.html
https://www.pdfdrive.com/research-methods-for-everyday-life-blending-qualitative-and-quantitative-approaches-research-methods-for-the-social-sciences-d161070302.html
https://www.pdfdrive.com/research-methods-for-everyday-life-blending-qualitative-and-quantitative-approaches-research-methods-for-the-social-sciences-d161070302.html
https://www.pdfdrive.com/social-research-methods-qualitative-and-quantitative-approaches-e19744746.html
https://www.pdfdrive.com/social-research-methods-qualitative-and-quantitative-approaches-e19744746.html
https://ismailsunny.files.wordpress.com/2017/07/educational-research_-quantitat-r-robert-burke-johnson.pdf
https://ismailsunny.files.wordpress.com/2017/07/educational-research_-quantitat-r-robert-burke-johnson.pdf
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